Innovation White Paper
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“Leaps of innovation require a
bravery that borders on absurdity.”
Astro Teller
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Executive summary
“It is often easier to make
something 10x better than it
is to make something 10%
better.”
Astro Teller

Google is widely known for its innovation culture,
and in collaboration with Atos’ technology new
heights can be reached. This white paper discusses
various topics related to innovation and Cloud
technology,

such

as:

accelerating

digital

transformations, Google’s and Atos’ innovation
methodologies, Moonshot Thinking and accelerating
the speed of implementation.

Innovation is crucial when it comes to survival
Innovation is a hot topic for companies that strive for
excellence. And with good reason. Research on
innovation

proves

many

things,

and

one

in

particular: innovation is crucial when it comes to
business survival. Innovative companies stay ahead
of the competition. Innovative companies offer more
sustainable products. And innovative companies can
offer the shortest product life cycles - allowing them
to respond swiftly to new developments.
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There are also human advantages to innovation.
Employees tend to become more creative when
there is an emphasis on innovation, resulting in
more interesting new ideas (which ultimately help
the business grow). In addition, people who work in
innovative companies are usually happier about
their work environment.

Google Cloud is about innovation and security
Google’s Cloud is designed to excel in particular
areas: innovation and security. Google Cloud
enhances innovation with its flexible pay-as-you-go
system and easy-to-use platform. There are simply
no barriers to starting small scale experiments, while
ensuring that the platform is ready to scale up when
necessary.

Google Cloud is regarded as one of the safest
platforms in the world, as it relies on Google’s own
private network - the largest in the world - and
Google’s security technology, also used in Google’s
eight other products, with more than a billion users
each. And everyone knows; you only dare to push a
racecar to its limits when you know for sure that the
brakes are working properly. The same is true for
cloud technology.
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Accelerating digital transformation
To stay ahead, you need to learn and transform faster than the environment around you is changing.
To out-change the world. With the current pace of technological developments, companies that
prioritize innovation above all else are making the greatest progress on their digital journey. What
contributes to successful digital transformations?

1. A band needs a lead singer

2. If it’s to be it’s up to me

3. Open source technology

Obviously, it is crucial to ‘get the

Autonomy and ownership are

Google’s system is efficient for

band together’ and operate as a

crucial. Trust your colleagues with

collaborating and sharing

team. Yet more importantly, every

responsibilities and they will

different ideas without too many

successful band has a lead singer.

surprise you with the results. A very

complications in between. Some

Step one in accelerating your

technology-driven approach to this

innovations are too important not

digital transformation is having a

topic is Google’s way of working

to share. An open source

visionary leader who clearly paints

with its own G Suite. Google

environment encourages this

a picture of who you are and where

co-workers can view each other’s

mindset.

you are going as a company. This

documents, no matter what their

way band members can then find

position at Google is. Instead of

their purpose - or play their

requesting permission to view a

instrument, if you like.

document, Googlers need to
request permission to specifically
block a file from being shared with
others. This system is efficient for
decentralizing responsibilities and
collaboration.

With an open-source
environment, multiple people
from inside and outside the
company can contribute and use
the ideas and designs that are
available. More knowledge is
combined when collaborating on
new and innovative ideas to
accelerate digital transformation.
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“Moonshots don’t begin
with brainstorming clever
answers. They start with
the hard work of finding the
right questions.”
Astro Teller

4. Cultivate chaos

5. Data driven decisions

6. No, not a cost center

Innovation and routines or old

Leading companies have built

It is crucial to align digital

thinking habits don’t go well

centralized, cloud-based data

transformation investments with

together. Innovation needs chaos

infrastructures to better inform

business objectives. Even though

and randomness - these act as

and support cross-departmental

CEO’s often lead a digital

the best breeding ground for

initiatives. If data is incomplete or

transformation efforts, many of

groundbreaking thoughts. Does

fragmented in silo’s, collaborating

these efforts are still seen as cost

this feel messy? If it does, then

and unifying initiatives becomes

centers. The need to substantiate

you are probably on the right

extremely complex.

investments is crucial - by

track. Cultivate chaos and be

changing the perception of digital

ready to embrace the

transformation from cost center to

unexpected.

investment strategy, the leadership
is forced to use ROI metrics and tie
innovation projects to business
outcomes.

To sum up, two things are very clear; first of all, culture makes or breaks a digital transformation.
Secondly, successful companies have used Cloud technology to drive digital transformation by
enhancing collaboration, centralizing data sources and thereby improving the quality of information.
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Atos’ ability to innovate with a client-centric approach

Looking at Atos’ innovation strategy, a client-centric

OHC is based on Anthos and the open-source

approach is evident. Most of Atos’ innovations are

platforms Kubernetes and Open Stack. Using the

developed in collaboration with clients or partners.

OHC, can help increase the operational effectivity

This approach creates new value for Atos and its

for businesses and ensure fast implementation of

clients, but also for the customers of Atos’ clients.

new applications.

AI labs

The future is quantum

Atos recently collaborated with Google Cloud to

Atos

open its third Artificial Intelligence lab in France, in

mainstream in 2030 and is therefore heavily

addition

Dallas.

investing in developing this new form of computing

Organizations with practical AI challenges can visit

power. According to Atos, quantum computing

these labs to discover how AI can offer innovative

brings multiple improvements in terms of time,

solutions.

quality, costs and energy usage thanks to its ability

to

those

in

London

and

believes

Quantum

Computing

will

be

to solve complex problems, in a reasonable amount
On top of this, Atos also announced that it is

of time, and the fact that it enhances machine

introducing an Open Hybrid Cloud (OHC). This is a

learning and prescriptive analysis.

solution that enables clients to transfer information
to the cloud easily.

“Anything which is a
huge problem for
humanity we’ll sign
up for, if we can find a
way to fix it.”
Astro Teller
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Google - innovative by design

Google has an innovative mindset which is deeply

… and see what you can achieve

integrated in its way of working. For example,

Google considers more than 100 ideas each year, in

Google emphasizes innovation by continuously

areas ranging from clean energy to AI. Only a few

collecting client feedback on its standard processes.

become projects, and no-one knows whether these

Other examples include: appropriate recruitment,

shots will actually reach the moon. X started in 2010

sharing ideas, a user-based focus and its 70/20/10

and its projects take years to materialize.

model. In this 70/20/10 model, 70% of the
employees’ time is dedicated to the core business,

On page 13 we described the most fascinating

20% is related to the core business and 10% is

projects at X: Wing (drone delivery services), Loon

unrelated to it.

(providing internet in remote areas via balloons),
Waymo (transforming mobility with self-driving cars)

Shoot for the moon…
When

thinking

and Malta (storing renewable energy in molten salt).

about

innovation

at

Google,

Moonshot Thinking immediately comes to mind. This
strategy

is

simple,

spectacular

yet

solutions.

effective

-

Moonshot

delivering

“Moonshots don’t begin
with brainstorming for
clever answers.

Thinking

encourages you to do 10 times better instead of
10%. Shoot for the moon and see what you can
achieve.

Google

has

Moonshot

a

special

Thinking-related

division

dedicated

innovation;

X.

They start with the hard
work of finding the right
questions.”

to
The

purpose of X is not to solve Google’s problems
(many Googlers are already doing that), nor is its

Astro Teller

mission philanthropic. X exists to create radical
companies that solve the world’s hardest problems,
and which could possibly become the next Google.
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Four Google X Moonshots that solve
some of the world’s hardest problems.
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Waymo - X was home to the Google
Self-Driving Car project, which had the goal of
developing technology that could transform
mobility; whether by reducing road deaths
caused by human error, reclaiming the billions
of hours wasted in traffic, or bringing everyday
destinations within reach for those unable to
drive. In 2016, the project ‘graduated’ from X
and became Waymo.

Wing - Wing is an autonomous drone delivery
services which aims to increase access to
goods, reduce traffic congestion in cities and
help reduce the CO2 emissions from
transporting goods. In the U.S. alone, 27% of
greenhouse gas emissions come from
transportation. Wing is also developing an
unmanned traffic management platform that
will let unmanned aircraft navigate around other
drones, manned aircraft, and other obstacles
like trees, buildings and power lines.

Loon - Half of the people on the planet are
currently without internet access. Project Loon
is a radical approach to expanding internet
connectivity. Instead of trying to extend the
internet via the ground, Loon takes it to the sky
via a network of balloons, travelling across the
edge of space to expand internet access to
rural areas. Loon thereby fills the connectivity
gap and offers an alternative to provide
network resilience in the event of a disaster.

Malta - At Malta a grid-scale energy storage
technology
is
being built that stores
electricity from renewable energy sources: as
heat inside large tanks of high-temperature
molten salt, and as cold in large tanks of chilled
liquid. The system can discharge electricity
back to the grid when energy demand is high effectively “time shifting” energy from when
it’s produced to when it’s most needed.

How the American Cancer society used Google Cloud to
analyze breast cancer images faster and better with machine
learning
Among the most promising and important applications of machine learning is ﬁnding better ways to
diagnose and treat life-threatening conditions, including diseases like cancer, that cut far too many lives
short. In the United States, cancer is the second most common cause of death and it accounts for nearly
one in four deaths. Prevention and early detection are critical to increase the chances of survival, yet
there is a lot that medical professionals do not fully understand about lifestyle factors, diagnosis, and the
treatment of speciﬁc subtypes of cancer.
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How Slalom used Cloud Machine Learning
The American Cancer Society is using Google
Cloud to reinvent the way data is analyzed. For
the past few decades ACS has conducted the
Cancer Prevention Study-II (CPS-II) Nutrition
cohort, a prospective study of more than
184,000 men and women, to explore how
factors such as height, weight, demographic
characteristics, personal and family history can
affect cancer etiology and prognosis.

Engine to help Dr. Gaudet complete her
research
To overcome these challenges, Dr. Gaudet and
the American Cancer Society teamed up with
Slalom, a Cloud partner, to facilitate deep
learning at scale. The quality of preprocessing
standardization was critical and the images
needed to be translated consistently, with the
colors normalized. Slalom used Google Cloud

Mia M. Gaudet, PhD, Director of Epidemiology

Platform to build an end-to-end machine

Research at the American Cancer Society, was

learning pipeline, including preprocessing,

able to use an end-to-end machine learning

feature engineering, and clustering:
●

pipeline built on Google Cloud to perform deep

Cloud ML Engine preprocessing enabled

analysis of breast cancer tissue samples. After

model training and batch prediction.

obtaining medical records and surgical tissue

Images were stored with Cloud Storage.
●

samples for 1,700 CPS-II study participants had

Compute Engine orchestrated image

been diagnosed with breast cancer Dr. Gaudet

conversion and initiated Cloud ML

studied images of the tumor tissue in an effort

Engine training and prediction jobs.
●

to determine which lifestyle, medical, and

Using Keras with a TensorFlow backend,

genetic factors are related to types of breast

Slalom created an auto-encoder model. It

cancer, and whether features in the breast

then used distributed training on Cloud

cancer tissue translate to a better prognosis.

ML Engine to convert the images into
feature vectors that represent patterns in

She faced a few technical challenges when

the images as a sequence of numbers.

analyzing the 1,700 images of breast tumor

●

tissue. First of all, the images were

The features were then clustered with
TensorFlow, once again using Cloud ML

high-resolution, uncompressed in and

Engine. The result was a set of cluster

proprietary format—up to 10GB each. If the

tasks, one for each tile in the image, that

images were converted to a usable format, it

ACS will use in follow-up analysis.

would take a team of trained pathologists three
years to analyze them all, and this would be at
signiﬁcant cost. Furthermore, analysis would be
subject to human fatigue and bias, in the sense
that some patterns might not be detectable by
humans at all.
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With this approach, the analysis was completed
in only three months — twelve times faster than
projected — and with a higher degree of
accuracy and consistency. The analysis
produced interesting results: it isolated
potentially signiﬁcant patterns in the cancer
tissue that might help identify risk factors and
prognosis in the future.
"By leveraging Cloud ML Engine to analyze
cancer images, we're gaining more
understanding of the complexity of breast tumor
tissue and how known risk factors lead to certain
patterns,” said Gaudet.
ACS now has established processes and a
cloud infrastructure that will be reusable on
similar projects to come. As Google, we are
enormously proud that our technology is
helping medical professionals who working
tirelessly to prevent cancer deaths and improve
outcomes.
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1.

Persistence - Build a culture of innovation
step by step and acknowledge resistance.
Accept that not every idea is going to work in
practice. Strive for optimization, and if things
don’t work out in the end.… fail fast and fail
often. And above all, learn from failures.

When innovation is done,
speed of implementation
is key.
When innovations happen, the speed of the

2.

People - A key element in implementing

implementation that follows is key. When it

innovation is finding and keeping the right

comes to innovations, what contributes to

people. Not every individual will be eager to

being an agile organisation? Robert Brands,

think out of the box they’re familiar with.

editor of Chief Executives, is convinced that

Organizational structures should be carefully

implementing innovation depends on three

reviewed and modified if needed. In the end, it

P’s.

is vital to make sure everyone is engaged with
the company’s vision and goals. United with

In addition to these three factors, technology

an expectation to contribute to innovation, this

plays a major role in speeding up the

will

innovation

innovative ideas.

and

implementation

process.

result

in

faster

implementation

of

Cloud technology and in particular a platform
like Google Cloud, with very few barriers to
entry is perfect for launching small-scale
experiments and scaling up when necessary.

3.

Process - To achieve results in innovation, it
is important to have a well-structured process.
When

collaboration

occurs,

a

structured

process of designing, aligning and repeating is
preferable. This will enhance productivity and
ensure overall marketability. Some key factors
in

this

process

commercializing

are

screening,

testing,

and

reviewing.

When

employees work with this process on a regular
basis, innovation cycles will be shorter and
faster.

